THE COMPARATIVE POLITICS WORKSHOP

Autumn 2016 Calendar

Meets on Wednesdays at 3:00PM in Pick 506 (5828 S. University Ave.)

Oct. 12  Tania Weinstein, University of Chicago
         The social life of political art: The production of critique during Mexico’s national commemorations

Oct. 19  Oeindrila Dube, University of Chicago (Harris School of Public Policy)
         Queens

Oct. 26  Isabella Mares, Columbia University
         Welfare coercion as a nonprogrammatic electoral strategy

Nov. 2   Amanda Blair, University of Chicago
         Turning towards a political register to understand conflict-related rape

Nov. 9   Milena Ang, University of Chicago
         Ruling through scandal: Authoritarian motives in democratic accountability

Nov. 16  NO CPW

Nov. 23  NO CPW – THANKSGIVING

Nov. 30  Yuna Blajer, University of Chicago
         Blending in -- notes on citizenship and belonging in France and Mexico

Papers are available in advance online at http://voices.uchicago.edu/compol/.
All inquiries should be addressed to the workshop coordinator, Fahad Sajid (fmsajid@uchicago.edu).
Persons with a disability who need assistance should contact the coordinator in advance.